Shiv
dispersed, veered
people at the party
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ma'amer 7
mā'amer 7
make an inclined
make an inclined
bend, crumple, unfavourably
bend, crumple, unfavourably
straight (forward), kind
straight (forward), kind
vex, grieve
vex, grieve
jerk, pull, wrench
jerk, pull, wrench
single, autumn
single, autumn
counterpart, related, near
counterpart, related, near
be broken into small pieces
be broken into small pieces
ead, limit
head, limit
tyrant, cruel
tyrant, cruel
compelled, constrained, helpless
compelled, constrained, helpless
near
near
resolve, determine, be intent
resolve, determine, be intent
opportunity, design, aim
opportunity, design, aim
inconceivable, absurd (irregular)
inconceivable, absurd (irregular)
plant, injury, vexation, trouble
plant, injury, vexation, trouble
dear! have done! no more!
dear! have done! no more!
blasphemous
blasphemous
indeed, pitiful
indeed, pitiful
bring to pass, accomplish, effect
bring to pass, accomplish, effect
remaining, residing
remaining, residing
without fear or anxiety
without fear or anxiety
counsellor
cause to sleep
business
rejoicing, delighted
advance, increase
search, guest
wish, desire

killer two birds with one stone
show thumb in defiance (or denote, or to show degree for )
(from strong - "bear with pride/arrogance )"
application, superintending, vigilance
listlessness, deficiency, scoundrel

spying, search
suddenly, unexpectedly: accidentally
heart-broken: side at heart

worn, groom weeping
be at the back (e.g. obtain clue (f))
watch, watching
to ascend, mount, flounder, guiver
investigate, inquire, unmask
spy, get at the secret (d)

Ren. allowance: reward

message
life
big steal